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The Mystic Seven* whose headquarters are at 

Dewsbury, Yorkshire, England, is a magical 

society formed in May 1934.

Seven local amateur and semi-professional 

magicians formed its first council.

Much progress has heen made during the first 

18 months and the Society has now 14 active 

members.

The Vice-Presidents of the Society are Chris 

Van Bern, Horace Goldiii and Levante.

During its first year the following profess

ional magicians were entertained: Horace 

Goldin, Levante, Paul Rupert (Rupert Howard) 

Hdverd Victor, Chris Van Bern, Pred Culpitt 

and Billy O' Conner.

4-32 Leeds Road,

Dewsbury,

"England.

John B. Yard,

Hon. Secretary.
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BY IIP RAC D GOLDIN

It is a great pleasure to me to have this opportunity and 

privilege in writing a preface for this very clever and 

interesting hook aTHT5 ?IY0T1RI33 OF THU MYSTIC SUVTN". The 

sale of it should he phenomenal, and I predict that it will 

run into several editions. I wish to compliment those re

sponsible for compiling same containing so much original 

material and effects never before seen in print or presented 

before audiences. Best wishes for its success.

Talking of Success: perhaps the following 7 liystic Points 

ought to be of some assistance to my fellow members of the 

Art to enable them to achieve it. It is not so difficult as 

some conjurors believe, for instance......

POTFT 1.

POII-TT 2. 

POINT 3.

POINT 4.

POINT 5.

POINT 6.

POINT 7.

The first thing on the road to success is ORIGINALITY. 

Study your own temperament, your own personality and. 

select your effects accordingly.

Don't let JGaLOUSY overpower you, or envy, when you 

see another conjuror making a success with a trick.

3e in a TIT CONDITION both physically and mentally 

'when you start to perform. Jforget everythinguelsf, 

concentrate on what you are going to do and say.

Yhen you hear of something original, invented by 

someone else, something that is better than what you 

are doing, don't copy it. Furthermore, don't get 

discouraged, try to create something for yourself. 

One original effect of your own is far better than 

fifteen copied effects.

The -Art of Conjuring is like a play. Tricks are like 

actors, the producer chooses the players and the 

types according to the part they have to portray, 

therefore be discriminate in the choice of tricks. 

Should you purchase a trick from a dealer, remember 

That the same instructions for the presentation are 

given to every purchaser. It is essential therefore, 

for you to endeavour to reconstruct same to suit 

your own individuality.

Last, but not least, practice your tricks well. Re

hearse walking op and walking off stage. Pay attent

ion to your hands whether you are doing a trick or 

not. Practice to bow acknowledging applause.

HORACY GOLDIN.

(Pre. Magician’s Club, London)

(v. -Pres. Mystic .3even, Dewsbury)
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MYSTIC

STVtM

QutR Glass' Trick J

*a££

ORIGIPaI, UrnUTSD BY -

HOxBiGJ G-OLDIH (Royal Illusionist)

President of the Magician’s Club, London. 

Vice-President of the Mystic Seven, Dewsbury.

EFFECjl_o_ A liquer glass, which can be 

for examination. Give the bottom 

part seven turns to the left when the 

part in question is completely removed 

from the stem of the glass. Place the 

round part so removed in the eye as a 

monocle. After a few seconds, it is 

returned to the bottom of the stem, 

and by reversing the movement, seven 

turns to the right, it is screwed on 

again, when the glass is again given 

for examination.

This trick must be repeated twice in 

order to get the desired effect. The 

first time place the glass in the hand 

as per fig.!. The left hand on top of 

the glass, the right hand ^n the stem - 

the round bottom part. Hold the glas 

tightly with both hands, give seven 

oto the left with the right hand only, 

the glass stem slip through your finge 

as you near the seventh turn let it 

easier, increasing the movement. i’or r 

movement, start by turning quickly 

right and as you near the seventh turn 

it slowly as if you are screwing it ti 

Put pressure on the fingers and stop, 

give the glass for examination.

You have a glass disc cut 

one you use for the trick.

s

twists 

Let 

rs and 

slip 

everse 

to the 

turn 

ghtly. 

Then

*rom a similar liquer glass to the 

Secretly get possession of this. 

Hold the trick glass in your left hand (see Pig 2) repeat 

operations, show disc which you have 11 removed'1 and place same 

in your eye as a monocle. V/hen you remove monocle, to complete 

trick turn sideways, slip disc inside of your collar, pretend 

to replace disc on to stem of glass in the palm of your hand as 

i2\ Pig 3. Repeat the movements and then give the glass for exam

ination. If you are a good palmist the disc can be palmed. 

Fig 3 shows the position of the glass HOT to be exposed to the 

audience.

.IQA 0y The first position to start the trick should be as per 

Fig.3, and after a few turns take up the position shown 

in Fig.l, and then proceed.
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Of spelling tricks there is no end, the only rival of the Pour 

Ace Trick, so he prepared to puzzle your friends, and make 

fresh enemies. NT 17, ..Yes IfTY/, and you would say the same if you 

saw it and did not know the secret. Now, as we always give 

credit, let Val TNans rise and how, for the idea in the first 

form was his. Nho he got it from we do not know or care, hut it 

is a darned good thing. Nov/ let’s get going.

3PPTCT 25 cards are counted from top of pack face down on right 

of table. Another 25 are counted on left of table. The two re

maining cards are discarded. Spectator shuffles both heaps and 

is given free choice of either. Whichever heap spectator 

chooses performer uses for the experiment. A card is taken from 

one of the heaps, inserted in the other, and again shuffled. 

Performer then tells the spectator the chosen card and to prove 

beyond all doubt that he knows it, proceeds to spell it from 

the heap without any sleights or moves whatever.

NON HTRT’S HOW. On top of pack have the following 25 cards in 

any order:- Ace, 2, 6 and 10 Diamonds; 3, 7, 8 and Q of Clubs ; 

3, 4, 5, 8, 9, J, h, and K of Spades; 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9r J, Q 

and K of Hearts.

Performer runs through the pack showing faces to the audience 

and false shuffles if desired (not disturbing top 25 cards). 

Spectator is asked to assist.

MOVTS.

1. Spectator deals 25 cards on right of table and another 25 on 

left of table, discarding the two remaining.

2. Spectator shuffles both heaps.

3. Tree choice of cither heap is given.

4. If spectator chooses heap on right, he may remove any card 

he desires, and is given the choice of returning it to either 

heapa If returned to heap from which the card was taken, he 

again shuffles that heap and performer proceeds to name the 

card and then spell it out. If card taken from the right is re

turned to the left heap, spectator is asked to remove any in

different card from that heap, so as to maintain the balance of 

twenty-five. He again shuffles THAT heap and performer names 

card and proceeds to spell it out.
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If spectator chooses the left heap, he is asked to select a 

card from the right heap and shuffle into the left heap after 

discarding one card to maintain the "balance of 25.

WORKING. Chosen cards are handed to the per rormer who deals them 

out singly into five heaps of five cards. Performer picks up 

each five, fans them, and asks spectator if he sees his card. 

"Whatever heap his card is in, that heap goes into the middle of 

the other four heaps - two above and two below. Cards-are now 

dealt out as before, but PACE UP. Spectator is now asked to 

indicate in which heap he sees his card. (N, B. This-is-where 

performer gets knowledge of the card, which will always be the 

middle card of that heap). Heaps are now assembled as before, 

with heap containing chosen card in the middle. (Palse shuffle 

if desired) No matter what the card is it can now be spelled. 

Deal cards face up on the table while spelling, because some 

cards spell out in twelve letters and others thirteen letters. 

If spelling finishes on the twelfth card, the selected card 

will be next.

EEEECT

Two sheets of plain glass 8" by 6“ are passed to the audience 

for examination and fastened together with small gummed labels. 

These are taken back to the stage and placed in a stand in full 

view of the audience. There is no covering for them.

A pack of cards is then shuffled and a spectator selects one. 

A packet of envelopes is then handed to him and any one is 

taken and examined. Each corner of the envelope has one of the 

gummed labels attached to it and after envelope has been init

ialled, it is taken back to the stage and is fastened by means 

of the labels to the centre of the glasses. Spectator in the 

meantime has returned his selected card to the pack, replaced 

the pack in its case, and holds it in his hands. Spectator is 

now asked to name his card and on looking through the pack it is 

found to have vanished and only 51 cards are left.

Performer now goes to the stage and pointing to the envelope on 

the glasses, says, "Is that the envelope with your initials 

across it? I expect you think that the missing card is now in 

the envelope. That is rather old-fashioned". Taking.'theeglasees 

out of stand, performer removes the envelope and card is found 

BETt/EEN the sealed glasses.



HETHOD. A. piece 

shown in ?ig 1 i 

sheets of glass 6!l 

of glass this size 

of them are in A P 

B fig 1. The end B 

The glasses in thi 

explained, with a 

that to he forced,

of angle metal as 

s made to hold two 

by S:l, fours sheets 

are required. Two 

ig 1 .and two are in 

is facing audience, 

s end are sealed as 

duplicate card like 

between them.
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The two loose sheets are in end A in 

an upright position where they are 

in view.

Attention is now called to the two 

sheets of glass, which are removed 

from the stand and passed for exam

ination. Stickers are fixed on the 

glasses to hind them together exactly 

in positions shown in Pig 2. These 

labels can be shaped as shown or \ 

round ones may be used. These are ' 

obtainable ready cut and gummed at 

any stationers. After glasses are se 

are returned to the stand and are in 

of the audience.

aled

full

Hand the cards to spectator. force a duplicate 

of the card between glasses. On top of the pack 

have a card whose back is treated with wax or Diachylon.

Card is returned to pack which is undercut by performer so"that 

selected card goes on top of waxed one.. ’Pack is squared and 

secretly pressed so that selected card adheres to waxed one. 

Cards are returned to case and assistant is requested to hold 

the same.

The packet of envelopes is then handed to spectator who selects 

one and four stickers are fixed to each corner of envelope, 

half of each sticker on envelope. The envelope is initialled. 

Heturn to stage and moisten stickers on envelope. Say, 

now place this intialled envelope on the front of the 

which you see before you'1. In saying thi 

you momentarily cover glasses with your 

body and TIP THE 

thus bringing No

between. At once place envelope over the 

glasses (with card between) and stick the 

labels to the glasses.

"I shall 

glasses

GLASSES . AND -STAND jOTER 

3 set up with the card

❖ ❖ ❖ V $

NOTE ■ The

the

rights of manufacture 

inventor.

of this effect are reserved by



When the secretary of the Ilystic Seven asked me to contribute 

an article to ''its1' book, I had decided on giving an explan

ation of small productive illusions that I had in mind. On 

thinking the matter over, I discovered that most everyone else 

would be doing the same thing. Therefore, I think this article 

on Oriental Hagic will be appreciated, on account of its 

authenticity, in the methods of the magic of the Tast.

One day when proceeding to the theatre at Hanking, I saw a 

number of people collected on a vacant piece of land watching, 

what I thought to be, Chinese street performers, acrobats 

magicians, jugglers. Always having the idea at the back of my 

mind that there might be something I had not seen before, I 

pushed my way into the crowd and discovered an old man of 

sixty, a young fellow of about thirty and two small boys of 

about six or nine years of age, giving a performance of jugg

ling and ground acrobatics. The old man in the meantime had 

picked up a chopper similar to one used by a butcher in this 

country and was cutting up lengths of bamboo about 4 feet long 

and was pointing each piece with a knife. Apparently the idea 

was to use them for plate spinning. I thought at the time it 

was rather unusual to see the plate spinner preparing his 

bamboo shafts in public. Usually they have them ready for the 

performance.

The old man, having cut the bamboo into it’s various strips, 

threw chopper down on a towel, then tucked the knife back in 

his belt. Then he and the young man carried out a performance 

of plate spinning. In the meantime the boys were preparing a 

table with trestle and some bowls for a performance of bend

ing and contortions. The elder boy, in essaying the task of 

bending back from the treetle on the table to pick up a bowl 

of water with his mouth, let his foot slip and fell off the 

trestle. He was told by the old man to go back and do it again, 

and this time correctly. In trying the trick a second time, he 

again fell. The old man was by this time furiously hurling, 

what I imagined to be, Chinese oaths and told him to go back 

again and do the trick. And in doing it.the boy this time fell 

completely from the trestle.Without any hesitation whatsoever 

the old man pulled out of his belt the knife he had been using 

to point the bamboo and stabbed the boy in his stomach. Blood 

spurted in all directions. The old man was frothing at the 

mouth. On pulling his knife out of the boy's abdomen and
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whilst the hoy lay on his hack on the conjuror’s arms, a pool 

of hlood was to he seen in the hollow of his stomach. Then the 

old man turned the hoy over and on the hoy's hack could he 

r$een where the point of the knife had heen pushed through. 

Some of the spectators then made some remarks to tine old man 

who v/as still frothing at the mouth and talking away. In the 

meantime, the younger man had thrown a cloth over the hoy, who 

was now laying on the form-like trestle face downwards. The 

old man, seeing the chopper lying on the towel, picked it.up 

and threw the cloth partly over the hoy’s hack exposing his 

head and struck him a short sharp "blow on the hack of the neck 

and then threw the cloth hack over the hoy's head.Y/e witnessed 

hlood pouring from beneath the cloth from what might he the 

gash on the hack of the hoy's neck.

All this left me rather perturbed. Presently into the crowd 

came the usual Chinese Policeman who threatened to take the 

elder Chinese off to prison. The elder Chinese then stated 

that if sufficient money was thrown in, he v/ould call on 

certain spirits that he, the great Magician, could then cause 

the hoy to come to life again. Producing several medals out cf 

a cloth hag he showed them to the Police Constable. These 

medals were apparently proof that he was a Magician. The young

er man and the other hoy, in the meantime had taken up the 

collection. When they decided the amount to he sufficient, the 

old man picked up a towel, put it underneath the cloth, and 

vigorously rubbed backwards and forwards on the hoy’s neck.

Presently he took away the chopxier with one hand and at the 

same time removed the cloth with the other. There was no mark 

whatsoever on the hoy’s neck, except a few smears of what 

might he hlood, and the hoy appeared to he quite normal. Then 

throwing the cloth completely off the hoy, the old Chinese 

himself threw him over his knee, wiped the "hlood" from the 

hoy’s stomach; the hoy bowed, went away and £at down, and was 

quite normal.

Proceeding to the Theatre this problem had worried me consid

erably and I had no solution to offer for it. While I was in 

Ceylon, I came into contact with an American Carnival showman 

who also did some magic, I told him of this effect I had seen 

at Nanking and he laughed, informing me that he also had seen 

them and engaged the troupe,that they were now working for him 

in the Carnival, and if I cared to come over he v/ould have 

them perform it for me after the show, and show me how it was 

done. I duly witnessed the performance again and managed to 

fathom how it v/as done. Certain minor points on which I was 

not quite certain were afterwards cleared up for me by the 

Chinese.

After the old man had cut the bamboo sticks into sections, he 

threw the chopper over the towel. In the meantime the young 

man of the party was carrying out his part of the performance.
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While this was happening one of the hoys threw half of the 

folded towel hack over the chopper, covering it and exposing 

in its place a duplicate which was nothing hut a hollow metal 

fake made to represent the chopper and filled ’with a coloured 

liquid looking like blood. The knife was also duplicated by 

the Chinese himself who after he had tucked in the knife 

proper into his halt, and while picking up some props during 

part of the performance, substituting the real knife for a 

knife made on the sane lines as that familiar in our country 

’wherein the blade pushes up into the handle. But in this case, 

when the blade pushed up into the handle, it forced out a 

quantity of bloodlike liquid, and when this struck the boy 

it was naturally assumed that when the blade pressed into the 

boy’s body it caused the blood to flow. The remainder of the 

gruesome performance is an excellent act of showmanship and 

was done in a most convincing style.

•I *v» 'c 'p V

The first fire-walkers I ever saw ’were in the little village 

of Alfonso, Cavite, Philii)pines. I had journeyed a whole day 

by launch, car, horse, and by foot to see these men of whom 

there were eleven. I sat in the moonlight and listened to the 

drums, gong and cymbal, the while keeping time, whilst a 

guitar picked out a wait25 tune, and saw these eleven men walk 

a large fire of short burning sticks and reduce it to ashes.

I examined their feet and looked for fakes of every kind and 

found, like many others before me, nothing. I had an interest 

in a carnival propostion in Australia, and after dealing 

with the Governments of the Philippines and Australia, was 

permitted to take to Australia fcr the Sydney exhibition, six 

Tagalog Tire Valkers. On occasions these men walked on fire 

thirty times daily and experienced no hurt - and they did HOT 

use any dope on their feet. The solution to this problem is 

borne out from the fact that one must go to the native to 

learn a lot of things. We are too modernised and super-sensit

ive to allow ourselves to walk on fire. I can assure you that 

walking on .Tire is one of the world’s greatest illusions. I 

know, for I have done it. Having seen fire-walkers in five 

different countries, I have discovered that the procedure is 

practically the same in all cases. The fire is built of short 

pieces of soft wood and is usually well burnt before the walk

ing takes place. It is built on a grassy surface or a place 

where there is a lot of soft earth. The walkers are never on 

the fire more than six steps, then they move off while another 

takes his place. This allows the cooling of the first walkers 

feet, and permits the grass or soft dirt to get between his 

toes and thus extinguish any small embers that might have 

lodged there. This was particularly noticeable in Rangoon 

where a few years ago I saw the Persian Mahomodans doing their 

yearly fire-walking stunt. They had a fire 16 feet in length
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"built in a trench about six inches deep, and at each end was 

heaped a pile of damp sand- The initiates had never walked on 

fire "before, "but after spending several hours "beating and 

chanting themselves into a frenzy, they finally raced across the 

fire. This went on for perhaps thirty minutes, until the fire 

was ”non est'h One of my stage staff had carried out this fire

walking the 2/ear previously anu he confidentially informed me 

•‘that sahib could do it". After informing him that I was a fire- 

walker I gleaned the following facts.

The fire must be well burned and the ground surrounding it must 

be cool and loose. If any of my readers will do this they can 

become fire-walkers overnight.

O s>: V V * V- 5i:

The best demonstrations of fire-eating is accredited to the 

Kadrassi. I have seen Hassen Ohattargej blow flames two feet 

long from his mouth, I also saw a Parsee wizard place a red-hot 

bar on to his tongue until the flesh seared. This last effect 

was practiced many years ago, but has now become more or less 

decadent. It was resurrected for my benefit.

Indian fire-blowing is carried out as follows. On the end of a 

pencil or wand place a thickness of ordinary cocoanut fibre - 

about half-an-inch pad will do nicely. Over this stretch a 

piece of cheesecloth or thin muslin; pull all this tightly and 

tie with string about one inch down. This will give .you a drum 

stick about the size of an egg. Then take a knife and trim off 

the shreds of fibre and cloth. Kemove this fibre ball from the 

stink and you have a hole to more than the depth of the centre. 

In this place a piece of fibre that has been ignited. Have an 

assistant blow into the hole: this will cause a general smoulder. 

Get possession of this fake and. load it into your mouth with 

the aperture towards the audience. breath through your nose 

and blow through your mouth through the cloth and you have a 

flame of considerable length. It is wise to do the blowing in 

short puffs.
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A card is selected from the President of the Mystic

pack by a member of the aud- Seven (Dewsbury)

ience and is shuffled back 

into the pack which is then

divided into two heaps and given to two assistants to hold. 

These cards are then scattered face down all over the stage 

by the two assistants. The performer is blindfolded and a 

sword is passed to him. On the spectator naming the selected 

card the performer immediately stabs with his sword among the 

scattered cards and on raising the sword the selected card is 

seen on the point.

MITHOD

Any ordinary pack may be used, but for preference one with a 

designed back such as an advertisement. On any card carefully 

plan out among the design some particular spot which you can 

block out with printer’s ink. This blocked-out portion should 

be about the sise of a sixpence. Care must be taken in doing 

this, especially if the back of the cards are red or green. 

Whatever colour predominates, the blocked-out portion must be 

in that colour. This allows for the card to be passed as an 

ordinary one unless one were to compare the backs of them.

Invite two assistants on the stage. Have the pack freely 

shuffled by one of them. Have an assistant on each side of 

you. After cards have been shuffled and handed back to you, 

turn to other assistant and run quicklt through the cards, 

saying, ''You note they are all different?" Secretly note pos

ition of the card whose back you know to be marked and bring 

it to t]ie top by means of the pass. This card is now forced 

on assistant on your other side, using whatever force you 

prefer. The writer prefers the knife force for this as the

audience can then see what is taking place. After card has

been forced, the spectator is requested to note it and to hold 

it to the audience for thorn to see what it is. The i^ack in the 

meantime has been handed back to the other assistant and the 

person with the selected card returns such to the pack which 

is shuffled by the assistant.

Holding out your hands you request the assistant holding the 

pack to divide it into two almost equal portions placing a 

heap on each of your hands. One assistant is then requested to 

select■either heap and the other assistant takes the remainder.
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Now ask them to quickly run through the cards and to notice 

that they ore still all different. As of course you do not

know the position of the marked card at this point you must 

quietly sidle up to either of the assistants and while they 

are looking through their cards to see they are all different 

see if you note the marked one. If it is not in the assistants 

hands at whose cards you are looking, then it must he in the 

other assistant’s hands. This means you have now only approx

imately half the pack to watch. Now request them to place the 

cards all over the stage face down. The performer must note 

the position of the marked card which he knows which assistant 

holdst After this request one of the assistants to blindfold 

you. Scowl while being blindfolded and immediately the knot is 

tied raise the forehead which will enable you. to see under 

the bandage.

As soon ar. you are blindfolded ask one of the assistants to 

Pass your sword. The sword should be as showy as possible and 

should be lying on a side table. Then in order that there 

shall be no changing of the cards on the floor, ask each 

Assistant to take positions at each comer of the stage as 

you are about to draw your sword. Nov/ draw your sword and 

stepping carefully among the cards flourish your sword with 

As much' shoumr-inship as..possible. Bring down the..point:of the.

sword sharply and stab the marked card prior to which you 

Request your assistant to name the selected card.

Raise the sword lightly from the floor holding it with point 

and face of stabbed card to audience and they will begin to 

Applaud.

Should you fail to pierce the card the first time remember you 

are not supposed to see, so with good showmanship just lightly 

^Un your hand, down the blade of the sword and commence again 

’tfith the flourishes and again stab the card.

^hen remove the blinfold, sweeping off the card from the point 

°f the sword and placing the sword on side-table. Gall attent

ion to the fact that all the cards on the floor are different 

Ahd may be examined. Sheath your sword and take your curtain.



By John B. Ward.

the Institute of Magicians, Lond.)Fellow 

'Lif e 

lion.

or

Member Magician's Club, Lond.) 

Sec. Mystic Seven, Dewsbury)

SFFFCT

A playing card is shown to be threaded on 

two lengths of green ribbon as shown above. 

3ach ribbon is pulled backwards and forward 

to prove that the card is genuinely threaded 

through the card. Another card of a different 

suit is then handed out for inspection.

In this card are four slots of the same 

width as the ribbon. This card is placed in 

an envelope and sealed or in a Roterberg 

Card Box. Two spectators are requested to 

hold each of the two ends of the ribbon which 

is threaded through the cards. On command of 

the performer a change takes place, the card 

which was placed in the envelope or card box 

being now threaded on the ribbons, which are

still being held by the two spectators, 

the card which was originally threaded 

ribbons is now in the envelope or box. 

cards can be examined and the ribbons 

removed by the assistant.

MITHOD

Refer to the diagrams. Four 1" slots are cut 

in two duplicate Ten of Spades. The best 

method of cutting these is by means of a 

safety-razor blade. Clamp all four cards to

gether and cut as one so that the slots will 

be of the same size and in the same position.

Procure two yard lengths of smooth f" green 

ribbon and also an extra six-inch piece. The

latter piece, divided into two, serves for the fake card (Fig. 

These two short lengths are threaded through the slots and an

other card is then glued at the back to fasten the ribbons 

to hide the slots.

while 

on the 

oB&fch 

can be

0

l-

and

The two yard lengths of ribbon are next threaded through one of 

the Ten of Spades as in Iig.4.
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If a Roterberg Card box is used, prepare such by placing the 

unprepared iueen of Diamonds face-down in lower half of the 

box, closing the centre lid over it so that box appears un

prepared. r.'he fake ,ueen of Diamonds (fig. 3) is then placed 

over the threaded Ten of Spades. At a short distance the 

ribbons can be pulled through the card and the illusion is 

perfect, ribbons appearing to pass across face of card.

If an envelope is used instead of the box, such is prepared by 

cutting out the front and flap of an envelope and inserting 

such inside a similar envelope. The Queen of Diamonds ( <’ig.l) 

is inserted between the fake part and the front of the genuine 

envelope and the two flaps are stuck together p/viziqn

so that the envelope can be shown apparently 

empty and appears entirely unprepared. (Tig.5 

The Ten of Spades (i’ig.3) is placed in the 

envelope and sealed. The envelope is 

by means of a paper-knife after the change 

has been commanded to take place.

You are now ready to present. Hand out the 

genuine slotted Ten of Spades for examination 

Request the assistant to place it in the card box face down, 

or into the envelope if using such. You hold open the envelope 

for him to drop in the card and seal it.He is then requested to 

hold the box (or envelope) in full view. The fake Queen of 

Diamonds held over the genuinely threaded Ten of Spades is 

then shown and each ribbon pulled through. Card is turned 

around so that the back faces the audience and the two ribbons 

pulled level so that the card is in the centre of the ribbons. 

The card and its fake are then laid face down on palm of perf

ormer’s left hand. The left hand then slightly bends so as to 

grip the cards. The two assistants are standing one on right 

and other on left of performer. Request one of them to pick up 

the two ends of the ribbons overhanging on your thumb side. As 

he gets hold of them you pick up the other two ends with your 

right hand to hand such to the other assistant; turn your left 

palm downwards, palming off the fake card. Request the two 

assistants to keep hold of the ribbons and to keep the threaded 

card face downwards until such time as you tell them to turn it 

over. Incidentally this will not usually be necessary as immed

iately they see the card in the box or envelope after the 

change, they naturally turn over the card to see if it is a 

duplicate.

Request the assistant holding the box to open it and he finds 

the lueen of Diamonds therein. If an envelope is being used, 

you take this from assistant find yourself open it with paper- 

knife. In the meantime the fake card has been pocketed.
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This effect has been used by the inventor for the past 18 years 

and has been tried on several magicians in America and Pngland. 

Not a single one has been able to give the correct explanation. 

This is the first occasion it has appeared in print.

ra ? ? ]Qf

36 slips of paper, each bearing 8 names are sent to a person by 

bail. At the back of each list is attached a blank paper of the 

same size as the one bearing the names. Pach plain slip is 

exactly the same size as the rest of the blanks. In all there 

are 64 names to select from. 16 are Christian names, 16 are 

Surnames, 16 Biblical find 16 Cities. The person is requested to 

select any one Christian name and to detach the blank from its 

pack. He then looks through each list of Christiaii names and 

detaches all the blanks in the lists in v/hich the selected name 

appears. He next selects a Surname and detaches all the blanks 

from the lists in v/hich his selected surname appears. This 

is repeated v/ith the Biblical and the City names.

the same size una 

blanks.

each blank is of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

the same number of 

TIGHT blanks would probably be 

PARIS, ROMS, SCOTT and others

Now it should be noted that _ _ _ _ _

that any one name selected may have 

for example take the name PRKD. 

returned but had the name POX,
been selected, SIGHT BLANKS Y/OULD STILL HAYS BPPN DPTACHPD. 

Thus all likelihood of a certain name is prevented. After the 

four names have been selected, the person shuffles fill the 

bl \nks and returns them to the performer who by return of post 

informs him the name selected.

1IBTHQD

This requires a little preparation, but the writer can defin

itely state that the effect is well worth it and he had the 

names especially printed on slips measuring 2“ by K ll and 

blanks cut to the same size.

Cut 72 pieces of paper all the same size. .Any size will do but 

2" by 14-" is very convenient. Nine of these slips must be 

numbered at the top with the figure ‘*1 *'. These are for the 

Christian names. Nine more must be numbered "21' which are for 

the Surnames. Nine must be numbered w3“ which are for the 

Biblical names and nine must be numbered "4" for the Cities.

Now on one sheet of the ones marked ‘*1" write a row of the



following names in the order given: ~ TUD\/IHs TOH, DICK, HARRY, 

MAGGIE, SAI'i, PR YD, SUSAN. On another sheet marked "1" write 

JOHN, ALICE, SARAH, TOM, PRYD, SAM, EDWIN, BOB. Continue with 

the other sheets marked “'l" putting eight names on each as 

follows.

1.11ARY 

1. ETHYL 

1.HARRY 

l.TOM : 

1.PRYD 

1.BOB ’ 

1. ELSIE

BOB BAH PRYD SUSAN HARRY DICK YD YIN. 

MAGGIE JOHi'T DICK HARRY AR ID SAM TOM.

SAM 

JDWIN 

DICK 

ID vi;IN

SUSAN

JOHN

HARRY

YLSIY

J'iAG'j-.u

-Tl i

GIE 

3D 

ETHYL 

PRYD

ETHYL HARRY TOH

DICK

BOB

JOHN

JOiE'T

BOB

YD ./IN TOH PRYD. 

SAI'I SARAH ALICE.

3 AH MAGGIE TOH. 

TOH ALICE HARRY. 

ALICE JANE JOHN.

The last paper in the list is the KYY PAPYR and contains the 

name JANE, the only paper containing such.

Now proceed with the- Surnames on the sheets marked ''2". V/rite 

eight names on each sheet in the following order

2. WILSON SCOTT CARR WHITE BLACK BROWN POX YLLI3

2. SPYNCYR BLAKYY BRO./N POX YLLIS ’WHITE CARR WILSON

2. BLAKYY WILSON TALBOT POX JONYS SCOTT ROBINSON WHITE

2.JONY3 ROBINSON GRAY SCOTT POX BRO./N WILSON BLAKYY

2. SCOTT WILSON JONYS POX BLAKYY BROWN GRAY ROBINSON

2. POX CARR WHITE GREEN JONYS BRO ./N BLACK SCOTT

2.GREEN BLACK JONYS CARR WHITE POX BROV/N SCOTT

2. V/HITY BROWN YLLIS BLACK CARR Y/ILSON SCOTT POX

2. TALBOT GREEN WHITE SCOTT BLAKYY ROBINSON SMITH JONYS

The last paper is the KYY PAPYR for list '*S*' and contains the 

name SMITH, the only paper hearing such.

-Now proceed with the Biblical names on sheets l'3,(....

3. HO SYS YVY PAUL DAVID CAIN NOAH SAMSON ADAH.

3. DAVID ABEL ADAM HAGAR CAIN MIRIAM JUDAS NOAH.

3. NOAH YVY CAIN DAVID H03YS MIRIAM A3S0LYH SAMSON.

3. YVY NOAH ABYL ADAH JUDAS MIRIAM DAVID SAUL.

3. JONAH HO SYS MIRIAM DAVID SAUL ADAM ABYL YVY.

3. HAGAR JUDAS CAIN ABYL ADAM DAVID MIRIAM NOAH.

3.CAIN SAMSON ABSOLOM NOAH DAVID MIRIAM YVY MOSYS.

3. ADAM MIRIAM SAUL JUDAS ABYL YVY NOAH DAVID.

3.PAUL HAGAR ADAM NOAH MOSYS SAMSON JOB CAIN.

The last is the KYY PAPYR and is the only one containing the 

name JOB.

Now proceed with the final 3.1 sts marked "4".

4. EDINBURGH DELHI TIKBUGTOO ROME PARIS LONDON GLASGOW' 

BERLIN.

4. BERLIN GLASGOW CHICAGO PARIS EDINBURGH ROME DELHI 

YORK.

4.GLASGOW ROME MADRID YORK PEKIN LONDON PARIS CALCUTTA.
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4. CAIRO PEKIN EDINBURGH MADRID YORK PnRlS LONDON SOLD.

4. YORK LONDON CALCUTTA PEKIN MADRID GLaSGO./ ROHE K--RIS.

4. POKY GL-.SGOV/ EDINBURGH PARIS BERLIN LONDON TIHBUCTOO 

DELHI.

4. BRUSSELS BERLIN LONDON P/ARI 3 CklLCUTTA YORK H---DRID 

GL ,3GOV/.

4. PARIS MADRID YORK CAIRO EDINBURGH LONDON PSKIN ROMS.

4. CHICAGO CAIRO YORK ROM'S BERLIN D'SLHI J IRU3ALEH 

EDINBURGH.

The last is the KEY PAPER for list ''4'1 and is the only one that 

contains the name JERUSALEM.

Now to the Lack of each list attach at the top end "oy means of 

a stamp mount or music-binding strip (preferably all uniform 

sine). Nov; take a sheet of plain white paper ( about 4‘'squars 

will do) and lay it on a smooth surface and gently rub one side 

with a clean wax candle. Rub one nay only and when even rub the 

other way so that a thin even covering of wax is left. Row if 

this waxed sheet is laid on the plain blank slips on the inside 

of such (the side which is against the back of the list after 

attaching with the gummed mounts) and with a pen or pencil any 

'writing made on the unwaxed side of the prepared wax sheet which 

leaves an invisible impression in wax on the blank slip.This is 

best done while the sheets are resting on a sheet of glass. In 

the centre of every blank sheet of LIST I write a small figure 

"l" through the waxed sheet. Do the same with sheets ''2“ ’writ

ing a small figure "2'1 on each. Do the same with lists "3" and 

‘‘4'1 respectively. Now each KEY PAPER must have a small circle 

drawn around the figure (through the waxed paper, of course). 

Now all is ready for presentation.

frits a letter to your friend as follows:-

^TTT't'r.i C' *.r^ .
| | -1-1 i xlU O A .LOl i CD ;

1. Select a name from any paper marked ”1''. Make a note for 

yourself of such name.

2. Tear off the blank paper from behind this list of names from 

which you have chosen one.

3. Look through each list of names marked :t 1;l and if you find 

the name you have first selected therein, detach the blank 

paper from behind it. , Ignore all papers which do not have 

the chosen name on it.

4. Take up a list marked "2l1, select a name from it and detach 

the blank from it. Make a note of name selected.

5. Repeat with all the lists marked *'S11 as instructed in No, 5,

6. Repeat with lists ''3" and ,,4" respectively after first se

lecting a name from them and making a note of such.

7. Keep all printed papers and send all the blanks to me and 

by return post I will inform you the four names selected. 

All the blanks may be shuffled if you desire.to do so.
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On receiving the blanks hack you will easily see which is the 

'back and front and which is the tor- and bottom by means of the 

remaining portion of gummed paper which attached the two 

together.

Jow take a small quantity of Plumbago and sprinkle it over the 

written side and empty the Plumbago back in the box. You will 

find the Plumbago has stuck to the waxed impression and left 

the figures written thereon showing.

Treat each blank in the same manner and then refer to the chart 

given below. ^or examples had the Christian name SAH been 

selected,you will have seven papers returned, which when devel

oped with Plumbago will each have a figure ''l'1 on them.

If three blanks 

the figure "3‘* 

ROBINSON has bo

each with figure ''3" on them and another 

surrounded with a circle, you know the 

n selected.

name

One ordinary blank marked ''3'' would indicate JONAH and should 

one blank marked "4" with a circle surrounding it be returned 

you would then know that JGRUSAL'IM has been selected.

~I . u \ C H A H I | w

List 1,

j

| List 2.
1 List 3,

; List 4. Slips Returned

MARY

t .. ".

' SPGNODR 

‘ GRAY

1 JO -r AH

:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1 BRUSSELS 

< TIliBUCTOO

1 Ordinary blank

SARAH | A3S0L0H 2 Ordinary bl anlcs

SUSAN 1 DLLIS SAUL | CALCUTTA 3
il i!

J1AGG1U i BLACK 1 JUDAS I PHKIN 4
it if

DICK 1 CARR 1 A-ML , MADRID 5
it it

DDfl :T , WILSON | BVB
1 GLASGOW

6
if a

SAM 3i;:o m t MIRIAM 1 LONDON 7
it ll

RR'TD 1 POX jjDAVI D | PARIS 8
it II

JAMS 1 SMITH | JOB J JHRIJSALMvI
1 K3Y blank only

ML SI 1 I TALBOT 1 PAUL 1 CHICAGO 1 ordinary & 1 key.
•“^r.VL:- -TIT
J JL.L *jj 1 , CRT 1-T 1 HAGAR ( CAIRO 3 it ii .1 it

AIM CD ROBINSON!SAMSON DHLHI 3
it >1 n it

BOB 1 BLAIvSY |MOSHS
1 BERLIN A. ff ti ii ii

JOHN 1 JONHS , CAIN 1 EDINBURGH 5
if ii it <i

HARRY 1 ,/HIT'S 1 ADAM i YORK 6
il •t a ii

TOM l SCOTT

1

1 _ _

j NOAH

l

1

, ROM 3

»
i

7 H II II il



This card effect was invented 'by the writer 

over 20 years ago and has fooled several

well-known magicians. This is the first time the secret of 

its construction has been divulged and the reader has the 

assurance that the effect is well worth the time and trouble 

spent in preparing it.

U i1? dCT,

A pack of cards is handed to a spectator who is requested to 

select any card and to place such in wooden or cardboard 

container, to close the lid and to hand it to the performer. 

By means of a small X-ray tube the performer is able to 

‘'see" through the lid and name the selected card.

M'TTHOI)

A pack of cards should be used for the construction of tiiis 

effect which have a reversible design on the backs. Secure 

about five or six Gillette Safety-kasor blades and a power

ful magnet. V/ipe each blade once or twice across one pole of

the magnet and such will become magnetized 

their magnetism for years. (The author's 

set is still as good as when first made) 

V/ith a pair of metal-cutting shears or old 

scissors cut off portions from each blade 

about, half-an-inch by quarter-of-an-inch.

The "X-ray" tube is 

of sheet zinc measuring

constructed of 

2" by 1".

a strip 

Procure

compass
t

a small 

Boy Scout's whi 

obtainable
f

such as can be found on a 

stle or in a pencil-sharp-

and will retain

ener obtainable at the conjuror's depot - 

\'/oolv/orth' s. The strip of zinc is now bent 

around the compass until it forms a neat 

tube of sufficient curvature to retain the 

compass at one end of the tube and yet 

allow it to be pushed out into hand. A 

strip of gummed tape is fixed round this 

tube to keep it in position. ?ig.l.shows 

the completed tube.

Now we come to the preparation of the 

cards. from the pack select 26 cards,
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seeing that they are well mixed as regards suits and values,

v/ith the

DIAMONDS

cards face down, the TOP RIGHT-HAND corner represents 

tiae BOTTOM EIGHT-HAND corner represents CLUBS; the 

BOTTOM: LIJi’T-JlAND corner, H"HARTS; and the TOP L 1fT-HAND corner, 

SPADGS. Now take any one of the 26 cards you intend to use, 

together with one of the magnetised portions of blade and apply 

|a little Seccotine to one surface of the blade.

We will suppose the card is the Two of Diamonds. With this card 

face-down on table, stick the portion of blade in the upper 

right-hand corner of the card (the design of the cards, of 

course, all being the same way) at what would be 2 o’ clock, 

(see the top card of examples). Place your compass on it 

to get the correct angle, moving portion.of blade until...you get 

such. Now take one of the surplus cards and glue it over the 

back of the prepared card, design being the^same way. You now 

have a thick card. Take another card, which we will say is the 

Jack of Hearts. lix your magnetised portion of blade at what 

would be 11 o' clock in the bottom left-hand corner of face

down card and apply one of the surplus cards to its back.

■Prepare each of the 26 cards in this manner at the correct 

icorner and angle. Por the King of any suit the portion of blade 

is fixed in the exact centre of the card with the portion set 

at angle to make compass point to whichever corner the suit 

may be. Tor example, suppose it is the King of Spades you will 

fix the portion of blade in centre of such card, so that the 

hand of the compass points to the top left-hand corner.

Having prepared all your 26 cards they will now require each 

sandpapering with very fine sandpaper to smooth edges and 

corners. On completion you will have what is apparently a com

plete pack of thick cards (and remarkable though it may sound, 

the author has on only two occasions had any remarks to the 

fact that the cards are thicker than usual.) They will bear 

minute inspection if carefully prepared.

Regarding the holder for demon

strating the effect. This is 

best prepared by purchasing a 

draught- or chess-board. Gut 

it in half and in the centre 

of one of the folding halves 

cut out a recess the‘ same- size 

as playing cards. Also cut out 

a small portion to facilitate 

the removal of any card placed 

in the recess. You now have a 

holder complete with lid (port

ion of board which is hinged to 

fold over) with a cut-out part.

•y. .• '<• ' f b-/ -o

■>Pv'v' jote# cm uiO
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Nov/ divide the other half of the hoard you cut off and glue a 

portion of green material of a little larger si:-;e than cut-out 

portion, over its centre. Glue the whole half over side of the 

folder where cut out portion is, and you have your completed 

holder with lid. To finish it and make it look respectable, 

you may glue coloured paper all over it, finishing the edges 

with Passe-Partout binding and drawing astrological designs 

upon the lid portion.

The Joker now completes the holder. This must he glued face

down on outside of lid exactly over the inside recess.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Hand out cards together with holder and X-ray tube.
1;Compass is palmed in left hand) explain that spectator may 

shuffle pack and select any card he desires (or draw any card

from pack 

TK?»

close the 

"viewing”

unseen) and 

/AY AS THAT 

lid and you 

it with your 

lid closed

place it in holder WITH PATT'kdi O'? BACK 

ON THS HOLBNR. Having done so he must 

will then he able to tell the card by 

"X-ray" tube. Impress on audience that 

but the card is also face-down and atnet only i:

no time do you open the lid. Having received the tube back, 

the compass is pushed in one end. The holder containing card is 

handed to you and you immediately place the X-ray tube at top 

right-hand corner of card on lid (Diamond corner). If there is 

no movement of compass, card cannot be a diamond. Move compass 

down card to the bottom right-hand corner. (Club corner). If 

still no movement of compass hand, card is not a club, so slide 

tube to bottom right-hand corner of design on lid. V/e will 

suppose the card is the Six of Hearts* Immediately the tube 

gets over the Heart corner you will notice the compass hand

swings round and. 

to be the Six of

points to 

Hearts.

"Six Clock" so you will know it

If no movement at any corner you know the card is a King so 

slide the tube to centre of design on lid and hand will point 

to whichever suit the card happens to be. If no card has been 

placed in the holder there cannot be any movement whatever. Be-
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In presenting this trick I must first say that this is net my 

original trick, although I have worked it with great success 

for over two years. Also I can say that to my knowledge it has 

never appeared in print, and to the many magicians to whom I 

have shown it, all have expressed their delight at it and have 

not guessed the secret.

71 .iiVT. j • : .Up 1

Performer comes on with an inverted gas bracket- to which is 

connected a rubber tube. Attached to the bracket in the usual 

way is the inverted mantle. With suitable patter the performer 

proceeds to demonstrate the power of the magician's breath by 

blowing down the rubber tube and applying a lighted match to 

the mantle, which lights up with the same brilliance as if it- 

were connected to the gas supply. By giving a "tweak'1 tc the 

ear the light goes cut. This can be repeated several times , 

The effect never fails to get a good round of applause.

J.V;. 'j i- n-J jJ

All materials can be purchased at any Y/oolworth' s Store and 

are as follows:- One Bijou Inverted Gas Bracket (6d), one 

Bijou inverted mantle (3d) and two feet of rubber gas tubing, 

(6d). You will also require a small quantity of cctton-wocl.

Take the cotton-wool and make a loose thin "rope" about a foot 

long which is to be placed in the rubber tube at the end which 

is connected to the inverted bracket, which must be connected 

so that it covers the air regulating apparatus. All that is 

required tc work the trick is a small quantity of pure petrol, 

(I use Shell) which is poured into the end of the rubber tube. 

The petrol works its way down the tube and saturates cotton

wool on the jirinciple of the cigarette-lighter. Bo not use too 

much petrol, just sufficient to damp the cotton-wool. By 

placing the tube to your mouth and blowing not too hard and 

applying a light to the mantle, the escaping gas will ignite 

the mantle with great brilliance, and will keep alight so long 

as breath pressure is there. The ear "tweek" is a touch of 

comedy which always raises a laugh.

SUITOR'S NOTY: The above effect was also shown to me by some 

Indian performers who used Spirits of Bther - a small piece of 

cotton-wool being dipped in the liquid and inserted in tube.



My Max Lestrange 

Member cf the Mystic Seven c

Two tumblers are shown, one containing red liquid and the 

ether containing white. A red and white handkerchief res pec 

tively are also exhibited. The white handkerchief is placed 

over the tumbler containing the red liquid which is placed 

on a table at one side of the stage. The red handkerchief 

is placed over the tumbler containing the white liquid and 

this is placed on a table at the other side of the stage.

On command of the performer a transposition takes place 

and on removing the red handkerchief it is found that the 

white liquid has changed to red whilst on removing the 

white handkerchief it is found that the red liquid has 

changed to white.

METHOD

Place a few drops of Fhenolphthalein solution together with 

a pinch of sodium carbonate in one tumbler. This will give 

the red liquid when filled with water. In the other tumbler 

place a few drops of Fhenolphthalein solution only and fill 

with water. This will remain clear like water.

To each handkerchief sew a small metal thimble, small holes 

having been punched in the side of such. The thimble which 

is sewn to the corner of the white handkerchief contains 

sufficient citric acid to half fill it. The thimble which 

is sewn to the corner cf the red handkerchief contains 

sufficient sodium carbonate to half fill it.

The rest is simple. On covering the respective tumblers, 

the contents of the thimbles are emptied into each. The 

chemical action causes the apparent transposition.
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7
MPL-EX'
-K-

P-ENETRATIOM

By ‘'Gyro11 I.i-i. G.

Member* of the Mystic Seven.

Secti on oi- pLETe 

"f iVj-iCN CtfAliJ

BffGCT DISC

Three silk handkerchiefs, two red yxy 

and one white are tied together by 

a member of the audience. The silks 

are now placed on the seat of a

HOi-j= s^} WH»Tt Stt-Kj

two aco silk'S

chair in full view of the audience. Performer picks up a soup 

plate which he shows to he empty and places such over the 

silks on the chair.

Immediately and without any cover over the plate, performer 

slowly draws the white silk through the centre of the plate, 

/hen the plate is lifted it is found that only two silks re

main on the chair - the two red ones, these being tied to

gether.

METHOD

Six silks are required, two red, two white and two blue. A 

white enamel soup plate is also required which is fitted with 

a flap of cardboard or tin and which goes nicely into the 

bowl of the plate and is held in position with four pieces of 

wire passing through the sides of the plate, thus forming a 

false bottom to the plate. The real bottom of plate has a.#1' 

hole drilled in the centre. The inside of the plate is paint

ed black whilst the outside is painted with a series of red 

circles, which help to mask the central hole.

To load the plate it is necessary to use a knitting needle 

and the white silk is pushed through the hole with this leav

ing a corner of the silk protruding. The two red silks are 

tied together and vested.

FR jSGNTATION
"I . . . . .  M.l.

The three silks are handed out and a spectator is requested 

to tie the white silk between the two red ones. Taking them 

from the spectator the performer rolls them into a ball and 

whilst turning to pick up the plate he switches them for the 

vested silks which are placed on the chair and the plate 

immediately placed over them. Slowly pull the white silk 

through the central hole as described in the effect.



Several lengths of1 ribbon, each of a different colour are ex

amined. Performer is blindfolded and ribbons put in paper bag 

aha mixed by spectator. Performer turns his bach,bag is hand

ed. to him and he again faces audience holding bag behind him. 

He produces any colour from the bag as called for. This is 

repeated until all the colours have been produced.

METHOD Six 5" ribbons together with six duplicates are re

quired. Also six “bulldog'* clips with hooks. The six dupli

cates are fixed in the clips which are in turn hooked on to 

performer's vest at back near lower edge of coat. The order 

of these is memorised.

PR1S .1NT ATI OH After performer has been blindfolded and all

the ribbons mixed in paper bag, such is handed to performer 

who faces audience. He immediately removes ribbons from bag 

and put3 them in back trouser pocket. 3ach time a ribbon is 

called for performer removes such ribbon from clip under coat. 

After the last colour has been called bag is thrown out for 

the audience to examine.

/

LINS WONDER BLOCKS
BY "OYPO" . ..--.-Ik!

TATsOT Two small blocks of wood are passed for examination. 

One of these is red and the other black. A spectator is now 

asked to wrap them in tissue paper and place one in each of 

his outside coat jxjckets while performer’s back is turned. 

Or, turning round performer states which colour of block is in 

each of the rockets.

Black block is made of -ebonite, teak or other hardHOT HO I)

wood. Red block is made of soft wood like deal. Rach block 

me ft sure o 5“ by St". A fake is made from a brass wedding ring 

from Woodworth's, cutting it in half and soldering on the 

outside a needle point (dee sketch). This is painted flesh- 

colour, and is worn on the right hand middle finger with the 

point outwards. After blocks have been concealed spectator 

lifts arms while you x>ass hand over pocket. The needle is 

secretly pressed into block - if it is rod there is no resist

ance: if noodle will not penetrate, it is the black block.It 

is only necessary to pass hand over one pocket to know both.
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inside. Sack "bears a label on 

, v.u-ai-< and ENGLAND respectively. The

tube

_ _ _ _ _ exhibits three

cardboard or metal tubes. Each 

tube is identical in siae and ‘~ 

are painted red outside and black 

which is printed TURKEY, JAPAN

tubes are shown to be empty. Performer explains that each 

represents the country on which its name appears and also they 

demonstrate a magical method for transportation of goods. A 

small turkish towel is then shown and stating that Turkey is 

famous for its towels he will place such in tube so marked. 

He now shows a large silk handkerchief remarking that Japan is 

noted for its silk so this is placed in such tube marked Japan. 

Finally he displays a email cotton pillow-case.and as England 

manufactures fine cotton goods, it is placed in such tube.

The tubes are now arranged in a row on side table, with names 

at the back away from audience. Each tube is then taken to 

another side table and are grouped together. Finally they are 

placed in a row with names to front and each touched with the 

magic wand.

Placing hand in tube marked ENGLAND performer withdraws the 

silk which started its journey in Japan. From, the tube marked 

TURKEY he withdraws the pillow-case while from the tube marked 

JAP A:? he takes the towel.

tubes,I/TETHOD There are no duplicate 

nor* do the tubes leave the sight 

The sketch gives the secret. Each 

is fitted with a slide which is a 

metal tube sliding inside tire outer 

tube, the respective names being 

printed on the slide. A space is cut 

where the label appears to be and 

stops are fitted for the slide. Thus 

it is possible to change the name of 

any tube to that of another. Tube 

narked TURKEY is changed to JAPAN, 

ENGLAND to TURKEY and JAPAN is 

changed to ENGLAND.

nor exenange 

of the audience at 

tube 

thin, „

Prcx i-s

nfMIU

UUUbcJ

time.



•lLthough this effsct is known to a few magicians, the method 

of presentation and the fact that the cards are shuffled mis

leads the wise ones.

OffDOT

A pack of cards i3 shuffled and ten cards are dealt face-down 

on table. These ten cards are then also shuffled and handed 

to spectator who is requested,, while iperformer turns his lack, 

to think of any number between one and ten and to then take 

the face-down pile and to remove a card at a time from the 

BOTTOM to the TOP until he reaches the number of which he is 

thinking. This having been done, he places pile in perform

er's hands whose back is still turned. Performer turns round 

and states what number person though of and how many cards 

he removed.

PREPARATION

Select the following cards from a pack regardless of the 

suits and stack them in the following order face-down from 

bottom to top:- 10, A, 9, 2, 8, 3, 7, 4, 6, and 5. Replace 

these cards on top of the pack.

TO PRE3TNT

Dovetail shuffle the pack keeping top ten cards in position. 

Deal off ten cards face down on table and shuffle these in 

the following manner:- Taking top card (5) in left hand place 

the next card (6) on top of such,the next card (4) underneath 

these (under the 5) the next card on top, next..card -on 'bottom 

etc.,and when finished, finally cut the bottom three cards to 

top thus leaving a four-spot card on face of pile.

Cards are now handed to spectator who thinks of a number. 

Performer knows bottom card to be a four so whatever number of 

cards spectator thinks of and moves from bttora to top, all 

the. performer has to do is to remove four cards from top to 

bottom and glance at whatever card is on face of pile which 

tells him number of cards removed. To repeat, simply note 

whatever card happens to be on face of pile and repeat as 

above. V/hen behind back as many cards as number of card seen, 

on bottom is removed-from top to bottom of heap. The face 

card again tells number thought of by spectator.
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Two coloured leakers such as are sold

in ioolworth* s stores, one with a figure “l*' painted on its 

side and another with the figure *'2" are resting on a table 

together with a plate and a small hall — a hall much smaller 

than the leakers. V/ater is poured into leaker No.l and is 

drunken by performer. Beaker No.l is then picked up in perf

ormer's left hand and with his right hand he drops the small 

hall into it. Placing the plate over the mouth he inverts the 

lot and places them on the tulle.

Picking up the leaker marked "2" performer places it on palm 

of left hand and shows right hand empty. He now commands the 

hall to leave its position in leaker No.l resting on table on 

the plate and transfer itself to leaker Ho.2 on performer’s 

left hand. Dipping the fingers of his right hand into the 

leaker he produces the hall and on lifting the leaker marked 

No.l from the plate the hall is found to have vanished.

MNTHOD

One beaker is prepared as shown in sketch. The bottom is cut 

out of one leaker and is glued to the inside bottom of No.l 

leaker with a small powerful magnet between. Two balls are 

used and are of the spring coloured type such as are used for 

hat productions. The springs inside the ball will adhere to 

the magnet.

One ball is palmed in the left hand and is inserted through 

the bottom of the leaker during the act of placing No.2 

leaker on the palm of left hand. The other ball adheres to 

the bottom of No.l leaker when such is dropped inside. The 

water is used to allay suspicion that a bottomless leaker is 

being used.
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By H. U. rriUJBCMT 

I'I ember of the mystic jeven.

B i1 TlGT A "black cube is shown to be plain on 

all sides, except the front side which is 

decorated with a question-mark. Cube is then 

placed on a small stand, a small souare 

cover which is also shown to the audience is 

placed over the cube and the whole rested on 

a sido table. Attention is next called to a 

stand on which rests six cards, each bearing 

a different coloured spot about the size of 

a penny. A number up to 6 is chosen and the 

magician counts along the cards until 

comes to the chosen spot card which is seal

ed in an envelope, the other spot cards are 

laid aside and the envelope put on stand.

Opening the envelope a plain card is discov-*1^ 

ered. Cover is lifted off cube and the miss

ing spot is discovered on the cube. yt'LLOhJ

^OIchlhQ- The cube is about 2;l square. On the 

side opposite to the question-mark is gum- 7(N 

med a yellow spot. The cover is without top sntLL- 

or bottom so that the audience can see right 

through. A shell to fit the cube is required.

This is also painted black but has a red spot on one side and a 

green spot on the opposite side. It will now be seen that when 

the cover and shell are on the cube, the magician has a choice 

of three colours, according to which way he holds cube and

cover or leaves same on cube. The 

a small metal fake which is con- 

flat tin as wide as the cube but 

are bent at right-angles so 

and cover the yellow spot.

whether he raises shell with 

cube is also provided with

of

two ends

strueted out of a piece 

slightly longer and the 

it will clip on the side of the cube 

The sketches show the complete set.

The cube can be shown on all sides and the fake palmed ofi in 

the act of placing cube on stand. Six spot cards are required, 

one red, one yellow, one green and three other colours. The red 

yellow and green cards are placed on the stand in positions 1 ,

3 and 5 counting from one side and will occupy positions 2, 4 

and 6 counting from the other side. Therefore, v/hatever number 

is called, cither red, yellow or green will be chosen. j-he 

chosen card is switched for a plain card in tne act of opening 

envelope and dropped behind stand as envelope is x>laced on some. 

The rest is easy to follow.

%
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bOWL of WATER 

AND GOLDFISH
By ''BTJ-LING"' The Hagi cal mandarin.

Kember Sheffield Circle of lingicians. 

Member Mystic Seven.

The assistant is standing on

stage as the performer enters.

the 

She

Is holding a large coloured cloth 

over her arm. The performer takes 

the cloth and draws it through his 

hands to prove empty.

Suddenly the assistant takes one 

corner and the performer the other. 

Performer quickly steps forward 

with the cloth and a shape is seen 

under the cloth.

The cloth is pulled off performer's 

left hand, revealing a large bowl 

of water with goldfish swimming in 

it.

I.OTHcP

This is clearly explained by the 

drawings. But a comment on the draw

ings would be useful.

A fake is made as shown in Pig.1. 

This is slipped on to a belt and 

belt is worn by assistant under her 

dress. The hook protrudes through 

the dress.

Thin piano wire is strung round the

neck of bowl terminating in a loop so that the whole thing 

can be hung on the hook which assistant has behind her. Tig. 2.

To work, the performer enters, takes cloth and shows it to 

be empty and then it is held as in Tig. 3 by the performer a2id 

the assistant. Under cover of the cloth the performer unhooks 

the bowl from assistant’s back, holds it, in centre of cloth at 

the back, and then steps forward so that the cloth drapes 

round the bowl. No rubber cover is needed for the bowl.
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On a side table stands a small Chinese Pagoda Cabinet similar 

to that shown above. This has an open top and a front that 

opens by sliding up. The performer takes a jug and proceeds to 

pour milk from it into the cabinet through the open top.

Placing his hand inside the cabinet, he now takes from it a 

glass of milk,. This is placed on a plate and covered by a small 

oriental decorated tube. The front of the cabinet is raised and 

the interior is seen to be quite eirqpty, after which the door is 

again closed.

The performer picks up the plate that has upon it the glass of 

milk covered by the tube and places one hand upon the top of 

the tube. Suddenly he turns the whole upside down. The tube is 

taken and shown empty - the glass of milk having entirely 

vanished.

On lifting the front door of the cabinet again, the glass of 

milk .is seen to have returned - remember, the cabinet was shown 

empty only a moment before. Finally the glass is taken and the 

milk poured back again into the jug.

HjTHOD

This is an adaption of the well-known Milko effect, aided by a 

cabinet of original construction.

You will require the usual Milko outfit, 

i.e., a fake glass of milk which is a 

bottomless tumbler with the interior 

painted to represent milk; an ordinary 

glass to match the fake; and a ‘'ghost 

tube*' in which the fake may fit (Fig.l)

Also you require the special cabinet 

which can easily be constructed.- The 

sketches will clarify the construction 

of this, also the method of using.

WTTutlLc^ 

TOm3Ll£i<

r rose
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Refer to Pig.2. The cabinet is made 

as shown with sides, back and bottom, 

but no top or front, A loose front is 

arranged so that it may slide up and 

down - and may be removed clear of. 

the cabinet. Notice the decorative 

cross-bar at the top of the front of 

the cabinet. This is essential as 

will be seen.

A special fake Is needed for 1*his cab

inet and is shown in Pig.3, This con

sists of a pieoe of stiff cardboard 

which has been covered on one side 

with black velvet. On the back of the 

door of the cabinet is fastened a 

male press-stud and on the front of 

the cardboard strip ( that is, on the 

velvet side) is fastened the female 

portion of the press stud; The pos

itions are such as will allow them 

to correspond when both are placed 

in the front of the cabinet.

As the cabinet should be covered in

side with black velvet, the effect of 

this velvet-covered flap when placed 

in the front of the cabinet is to 

make it look empty. The cross-b'ar at 

top of cabinet masks the top of this 

fake.

WORKING Door of cabinet is down and 

inside Is a glass with the fake glass 

resting ihside (Pig,4). As milk is

DO SHOES 

UP.

©

s- ST I'D .

AT At./';
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poured into bottomless fake it really 

goes into glass; Pake glass is lifted 

out and covered with tube in usual 

way. The fact that fake is wet with 

milk enhances the effect because some

of it drips when tube Is inverted, ' -——  — - - - -

Door of cabinet is raised, showing cabinet apparently empty, 

really they see the black velvet strip which covers the front. 

Door is lowered and after the ’’vanish1' of the glass,.the front 

is again lifted, but only after the snap catch has been fix

ed, thus lifting fake with front, revealing the glass of milk. 

The sketch in the heading shows the apparent empty caginet 

with the door placed aside, while the fake is being covered 

by the ■'ghost tube". r~~~



-goldston's special lines-
EDGAR SHACKLETON-’ 5 STATION 

The King of Card Tricks.1" The very latest.’ A 

trick that has baffled every magician that 

has seen it. A pack of cards is shuffled.

A spectator selects a card and returns it 

to rack. ANOTHER MEMBER 07 THU AUDIENCE 

THREADS A PIECE 07 TAPE THROUGH ALL THE 

CARDS AND TIES TWO ENDS 07 TAPE TOGETHER. 

Performer holds pack and chosen card rises 

from the pack the moment it is called. All 

the cards and tape may be examined.

A trick that will create a sensation where- 

ever performed. A leading magician offered 

a high price for the exclusive rights of 

this trick but we prefer to distribute it 

among discerning magicians.

PRICE 6/- postage 3d;

By arrangement with Hr. Edgar Shackleton, 

25/ of retail selling price on every trick 

uold will be given to the -John Nevil Kask- 

elyne Memorial Benevolent Fund.

THE TINY TUNNEL

A minature illusion] Ingenious.’ Baffling.’ 

A metal tube which represents a rail

way tunnel is shown. Ribbon represents the 

train which is passed through the tube. But 

there was a slight accident,the train broke 

in two - performer cuts ribbon through a 

hole in the tube. But a magician on the 

train soon put matters right, the ribbon is 

pulled from the tube restored. This is a 

trick you MUST have. All magicians who have 

seen it are charmed with it. The working is 

VERY, VERY GOOD. Horace Goldin declares it 

a magical miracle. Obtainable only from 

Goldston’s. Orders executed in rotation. 

PRICE. 32.($10. 50)

BOOKS ON MAGIC

More Modern Card

Tricks. S/6 pst. 3d.

Magical Tricks

and'Sleights

3/- post 3d.

Magical

Information

3/R" post 4d.

V/ho 1 s Who in 

Magic. S/6 pst 4d.

NOW ON SALE

Great Tricks 

Revealed 

By ‘Will Golds ton 

7/6 cost 6d.

($2.00.pst paid)

GOLDSTON'S

MAGICAL

'quarterly

2/- (50 cents) 

Specimen Copy 

1/2 (30 cents)

LARGE CATALOGUE 

AND ''MAGAZINE OF 

MAGIC'

1/2 post paid.

(30 cents)

SMALL LISTS FREE.

ALL THE LATEST TRICKS AND PUBLICATIONS ON SALE.

JO/N THE MAGICIAN'S
14- Green Street, 

LTD Leicester Square, 

London W. 0.2, 

- - -  ENGLAND.- - - - - - -

CLUB
GOLDSTON'S ' 

BEST IS 

THE WORLD'S 

BEST. - - - -
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Meetings every 

*** Thursday * * *

HON. sec.

John *B. ./ard,

432 Leeds Hoad, 

Dewsbury,

rPP \\ QT - O 7'C*.1 It jilQ U u ’.Jit

Louis A. Dawson,.

LX AlbuIIAN 

Arthur '-/iInter..

HEAD' j.UART IRS

28 Union Street, Dewsbury. 

(Frivate Theatre}

Scarbro' Hotel, Dewsbury. 

(Meetings)

PRESIDENT 

Donald Demaine.

VI0 E--PKGS I DENT S REST OF COUNCIL

Horace Goldin 

The Great Levante 

Chris Van Bern

Z

Max Lestrange 

Donald. E. v/alton 

Dalton - 

Cyro

•'MYSTERIES OF THE MYSTIC SEVEN1' IS THE FIRST OF A 

SERIES O'? MAGICAL BOOKS TO BE FU3LISHOD BY THE 

COUNCIL OF THE 3OCX STY.

J'Ct? ySuliCiv-g CoCU-tcm^

J
TH3 CYfiO-DAYSOM

UGH I ED BULBS frdmMOU
You have all seen the Raxor Blades from Mouth; 

this was a v/inner, JUST IMAGING TNG SAME EFFECT 

BUT INSTEAD OF RAZOR BLADES, YOU PRODUCT LIGHT SI) 

FLASH-LAMP BULBS.FROM THE MOUTH, a festoon of 

eight bulbs. ALSO, whatever part of the body you 

place the flash-lamp bulb it immediately lights 

up. A 100M -/INNER. Any amount of COMEDY can be 

got from this effect.....*.... Easy to make and 

perform. Full instructions from. . .

L. A. DAWSON, CLEMENT VILLA, SAVILE TO VAN, DE'v/SBURY 

Secret and instructions only 5/- pest free.
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KAGIOIANlf3 DUPLICATING 

SMIC'i,

The whole of this "book wag typed, 

illustrated and duplicated by 

TRIG C. LEWIS,who now offers his 

experience in this way to the 

Magical World.

Knowing the requirements of mag

icians and being possessed of 

artistic ability, M.3. can be 

produced that a non-magical mind 

could not accomplish.

Whether you want a circular let

ter or a large book, we shall be 

pleased to give you quotations. 

Write mid let me know your 

requirements.

*

*

go

TRICKS AND BOOKS

From time to time, Eric 

C. Lewis releases exclu-? 

sive magical effects to 

the fraternity. If you 

are interested, drop a 

line to the address giv

en below and receive all 

details a3 they are re

leased.

Look out for The Year 

Book of Magic, a new 

Annual of collected 

Magic. Some of the best 

writers are contributing.

THU CURIOUS CUBES - THRU A HOLE - THU INCREDIBLE COLOURS 

Three immensely successful tricks. V/rite for details.

TRADE INQUIRIES ARE INVITED. GOOD TERMS OFFERED. ......

ERIC C. LEWIS, 8 Victoria Terrace, St.Andrew’s Rd.,Northampton.

V:. . # v... it. $ # # V V ❖ K- si« ^ V # •*« h* fy * V $ # * # $ v & ❖ $ X & V # V* * # # # # £ % # ^ &

l

The "ABOUT M A G I C I A N ' S"

page in

"T H E V 0 R L D ’ S F A I R"

Conducted by Brunei White.

The V/ORLD’S FAIR boats more magical readers than 

any other publication and is the only weekly mag

ical news. Read and praised by all magicians.

ORDER FROM YOUR NEWSAGENT OR DIRECT FROM)~

WORLD’S FAIR, LTD., Union Street, Oldham, Lancs.,

or London Offices-

CROM’WELL HOUSE, Fulwood.Place, Holborn, W.C. 1.
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thod - Criginated-by 3J.LIS STANYON

CONDITIONS: - Any colour paper.... iny reasonable size......

Paper Absolutely without Preparation.... No Fake of any kind...

No Table or Body work.... Finishes"Glean" and with a "Punch".

EFFECT:- A ten inch square of tissue paiper is torn into 

pieces; when opened out the paper is found restored and is AT 

ONCE HANDED FOR EXAMINATION - THE HANDS OTHERWISE EMPTY.

The trick is then - repeated, WITH THE SAMS EXAMINED SHEET OF 

PAPER, and the working explained, yet the spectators are more 

than evef deceived and readily believe performer a real magician.

READY FOR USE. PRINTED INSTS. by ELLIS STANYON. 4/*- (l.Dol. )

CONTINUAL PRODUCTION OF LIGHTED CIGARETTES

THREE SEPARATE ROUTINES.. . . . . './.WITHOUT APPARATUS

li- Prod/n ef numerous Lighted Cigttes from Diff/t Parts of 

the Body. 2:-Prod/n of Lighted Cigttes from Smoke of One.

3:- Prod/n of Four Lighted Cigttes, displayed between Fingers, 

each cigtte smoking and being smoked in turn.

Metal fakes, nor the dangerous move of drawing lighted 

cigttes into mouth, are not used, yet every cigtte is smoked and 

thrown into tin pail, from which smoke rises continuously.

THE INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDE:- An. original prod/n od cigtte 

and matchbox; an original back and front palm for lighted cigtte; 

^lei^hts in order for presentation; and a Finished Version of 

The Phantom Cigarette", the best and most effective method.

READY FOR USE. PRINTED INSTS by. ELLIS STANYON. 5/- (l.Doll)

NEW RISING AND FALLING MATCHBOX (on hand)

A common slide and cover matchbox, placed on back of hand, 

slowly opens itself, showing the matches. Closed, it rises on 

end and falls again at command - or turns completely over.

Again the box rises and, while standing on end, again opens 

itself, showing the matches. Any effect may be repeated and box 

given for examination. Done right under the nose without 

fear of detection. A most intriguing magical effect,

READY FOR USE. PRINTED INSTS by ELLIS STANYON. 2/6 (75c)

JAPANESE EGG TRICK. Performer tears centre from square of

tissue paper (egg shape) and chews same into wad. Meantime he 

tears paioer into small pieces and restores same (Hole still in 

centre) The tiny wad of paper, now bounced upon a fan, is 

seen to change into an egg, FORTHWITH BROKEN TO PROVE GENUINE, 

READY FOR USE. PRINTED INSTS by ELLIS STANYON. 4/6 (1.25c)

76 Solent Road,

fill!WfM 6 ©it
West Hampstead, London, N.V.6. (England)
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15 New Oxford Street, London, V/. 0.1.

IP ITS GOOD YE HAVE IT

THE GR EAT SILK-PLOYING ACT

Offered for the first "time - the correct and practical app

aratus for performing this trick. Yith this you can perform 

the effect cleanly and without fumbling with pins etc.

A paper tube is shown empty. A large white silk is blown 

through it to prove empty. Again the silk is blown in but 

shoots out GRE’®. Another turns to RED while a third turns 

BLUE - simply bjr blowing them through. Tube is shown again 

to be empty. Nov/ a number of smaller white silks are tuck

ed inside tube* Performer blows them through up in the air, 

where they fly out in a shower, each changed a different 

colour. The effect is one of the prettiest in magic. Tube 

is slit open to show empty again. Finally conjuror discov

ers an odd white silk which he overlooked, so he changes 

this to a coloured one by pushing it through his hand. A 

black art table is needed for this effect, which is other

wise self contained and needs no assistants. Hade by our 

skilled mechanics it is thoroughly workable. A similar 

effect was offered some time ago for FIVE POUNDS. Y/e now 

offer you the CORRECT and WORKABLE method for 30/- post 6d.

REMEMBER this offer is backed by our 

guarantee of satisfaction. Complete 

with all apparatus, silks and dir

ections (without 3.A.Table)

Demon Silks

John Chinaman 36" 5/6

ditto. 18" 1/6

Butterfly 36" 5/6

ditto. 18" 1/6

Snake Charmer 36" 3/6

ditto. 18" 1/-

New Dragon 36" 3/6

ditto. 18" 1/-

Mickey Mouse, Minney 

Mouse and dozens of 

others from..... 1/-

ALL THE LATEST AMERICAN AND 

ENGLISH BOOKS IN STOCK.

Small lists free. Our new 

Silver Blue Cover Catalog 

is the largest catalog in 

the Magical Business. Over 

30® pages.1/- post 6d.

Free with orders of 20/-.

SEND FOR FREE COPY OF 

"THE DEMON TELEGRAPH".

ALSO

MASKELYNE’S MYSTERIES, 71 Charing Cross Road, London, V.C.



Stanyon’s Magical Saloons,

#lafioital ISsboratarji of jitajiral Itmardj,

76, Solent Road, West Hampstead, N.W.6.

Telephone—HAMpstead 0940.

Actual Makers of Superior Magical Apparatus, Juggling Goods, Mechanical 

Figures and Stage Appliances of ALL Kinds.

Specialising in Professional, Visible and “ Real Magic ” Effects.

Tricks that Finish “Clean” and with a “Punch.”

Chemical and Scientific Magic.—ANY Colour-Change Trick In ANY Shade of 

ANY Colour, including Self-Appearing, Self-Changing, “Time”and 

“Fade-Away” Effects. Electric, Fire, Flash, Smoke and 

Detonating Surprises.

Catalogue of 1000 Different Books on Conjuring, etc. Free.

Any Trick or Book, Advertised in This Book, Supplied.

FORTY YEARS AT THE ABOVE ADDRESS.


